CHAPTER-10
Data collection and graphs

Data has been collected from various sources like research articles and the feedback forms, which were distributed online to the various stakeholders of the company their valuable feedback has helped in identifying the best project management software, which can suit most of the requirements of the industry to manage their project using project management software available in the market today. Data is scanty on this topic hitherto it was decided to investigate this topic in more details about PM functions and features which are consumed by the project management companies at large and which features and functions are more utilized by project management companies to manage project related activities at large.

Various graphs have been plotted from the feedbacks which were collected from the companies also analysis has been carried out to find out which is the best software which can cater to the requirements of the industries while utilizing the project management software for managing there projects. In every project management beginning and end is very important because it is very important for the project some project has different operation defined the project very carefully is very important thing. kick of meeting is very important thing and the documents will be defined cost is also defined because after that will create problem time is also very important thing in project management time is also a huge part of project management planning list the .Cost quality and task three are very important thing in every project management because these process we can not achieve our goal .we can not get all the result without project management .we these things are very important in every project manages some task are liquid task and some task are critical task like some times are very difficult to explain like guntt chart is very difficult to explain some times Gantt chart is very good like communication resource planning monitor process slide flow chart some times gan chart is very good for some project management .So we can not say Gantt chart is useless this is also very important. In project management has so many task and also has so many charts study and analyst is also very important in every project management so these points are very important for every project management some times are not important big project has good management and small project are not management no every project has management because without management we can’t achieve task. Planning and implement is also very important in project management. We already explained Gantt chart collaboration technologies pm software. critical
path analyst fishbone diagrams skills is very important thing but without management task will not be complete if we will not choose suitable task for suitable people skill full people is also very important in project management. management is not easy because some points are very important in this way now the days is very useful because so many things you can managed in a simple manner without management every thing useless so the people required management tools and we can not think without Project management most of the things are not possible so the people have the requirement of management some companies are have many feature but some times people has less requirements and giving are more money because of feature. According to the analysis done of data collected from different sources of project management it has been found that most IT companies are purchasing project management to boost project execution activity also to plan and schedule resources available in the company some tools in PM help in reporting bugs and also in design phase of the project all these modules, functions and features are utilized by different phases in the project.

Figure 37: Functions availability in project management software’s